
Game # 4 (2009),  Paul Morphy (12 yr. Old) - Eugene Rousseau (in first US championships)
     New Orleans, 1849  (Kings Gambit Accepted)

What you can learn from this game: 
How to use sacrifice to gain an advantage.  (However, use sacrifices with great caution!).

    Should do: 1. Watch for “forced moves” of any kind.
2. A good sacrifice can create weaknesses and open the way for an attack.

   Should NOT do: 1. Don’t play with 12 year old chess geniuses.
2. Don’t make the “obvious good moves” without checking other options.

Some ideas as they appear in this game:   ©M.G.Moody

  1. e4  e5 Control Center
Block Pawn Advance

  2. f4  exf4 Sacrifice - (a “gambit” usually offers a pawn to gain some kind of advantage).
Take an undefended piece - (beware of a trap or waste of time)

  3. Nf3  g5 Knights before Bishops - (generally a good rule)
 Defend with a Pawn - (Pawns are usually your best defenders)

  4. h4  g4 Attack the protector - (in this case the base of a pawn chain)
Attack “big pieces” with Pawns - (usually causes a wasted move)

  5. Ng5  h6 Attack a weak Pawn - (this one is right by the King – which is the best place to attack).
Attack “big pieces” with Pawns - (again)

  6. Nxf7  Kxf7 Force a move - (offers a piece to get the King in a vulnerable position)
  7. Qxg4  Qf6 Attack a weak Position - (the King side is weak).

Strengthen Defense - (Queen can help against the enemy Queen).
  8. Bc4+  Ke7 Force a move - (White gets the Bishop out and attacks Black’s Knight with 2 men ).
  9. Nc3  c6 Into the game with a threat - (The Knight threatens a King-Queen fork).

 Defend with a Pawn - (Black prevents the Knight fork).
10. e5  Qxe5+ Sacrifice - (White opens a file and threatens a pin winning the Queen).

[note that Black’s Queen and King are on the same file]
11. Kd1  Kd8 Force a move - (White again forces the King to move).

[After the King moves, the White Rook can not pin and then take the Queen].
12. Re1  Qc5 Control the file - (White takes the open file forcing the White Queen to move off).

Threaten an unprotected piece - (In this case White has a great place to move the threatened
Bishop – he takes the Black Knight).

13. Bxg8  d5 Attack with more men than are defending - (it’s good to keep a count).
Discovered Attack - (Pawn move lets the Black Bishop attack White’s Queen).

14. Re8+ Kxe8 Force a move - (White King must take the Rook exposing the his Bishop).
15. Qxc8+ Ke7 Attack weak position - (Black’s King is on the run).
16. Nxd5+ Kd6 Attack weak position - (If Black’s pinned Pawn takes the Knight, the White Queen is lost).
17. Qc7#  1-0      [This soft-spoken, polite 12 year old kid plays a brutal game of chess!]

Chess Notation for the game:

1. e4  e5 
2. f4  exf4 
3. Nf3  g5 

4. h4  g4 
5. Ng5  h6 
6. Nxf7  Kxf7 

7. Qxg4  Qf6 
8. Bc4+  Ke7 
9. Nc3  c6 

10. e5  Qxe5+ 
11. Kd1  Kd8 
12. Re1  Qc5 

13. Bxg8  d5 
14. Re8+  Kxe8 
15. Qxc8+  Ke7 

16. Nxd5+  Kd6 
17. Qc7#    1-0


